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Being a very solid car, the BMW 4 Series CoupÃ© is a coupÃ© that will differenciate itself from other cars in the same
class. The attractive design along with its comfortable interior are the reasons that this vehicle is already a success.

It has an excellent suite of features and has style to spare, looking great both inside and out. The 4 Series
drives tremendously, especially with its more powerful optional upgraded engine. The 4 series is an exciting
luxury sports coupe that consumers will love. The exterior styling of the BMW 4 Series is a unique mixture of
classic and modern. Whether coming or going, the 4 Series looks great. Under the hood, the 4 Series features
two very strong engine options depending on whether drivers select the i or the higher-end i. It is rated at a
respectable horsepower and pound-feet of torque. Despite this strong power output, it still achieves an efficient
27 combined miles per gallon gas mileage. It puts out a robust horsepower and pound-feet of torque and still
gets 25 combined miles per gallon in fuel efficiency. Both the i and i models are available with standard
rear-wheel drive and optional all-wheel drive. The all-wheel drive models take a small hit to fuel efficiency in
exchange for better handling and acceleration. It has a gorgeous dash and a versatile iDrive touchscreen. There
are a number of interesting choices for upholstery color, from a cool all-black to lighter, warmer two-tone
shades. Wood and metal trim complete the upscale look of the cabin. The front seats are both soft and
comfortable, though the rear seats are a bit on the small side. The 4 Series Coupe comes in two trim packages,
the i and the i, and each has their own set of features. These include things like inch wheels, xenon headlights
and auto-dimming mirrors on the outside, and power adjustable seats and a nine-speaker sound system. Its
suspension handles corners well without sacrificing ride comfort. Furthermore, its distinctive, attractive
styling is among the best in the luxury sports coupe class. The 4 series is a winner. Formula for Calculating
Dealer Cost: A hidden amount that manufacturers give back to a dealer. You can get rebates and incentives
here. Prices are subject to change without notice. A note about rebates: Most rebates are subtracted from the
"on the road" figure. In most cases, you can have the rebate if you are arranging your own financing or you are
paying cash. Ask your dealer for details.
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The arrival of the new 4 Series Gran CoupÃ© represents a pleasant change because of its quality-price ratio and its
exciting design. Not forgetting the exciting interiors and accessories designed exclusively for the BMW 4 Series Gran
CoupÃ©.

Navigation and park assist now come standard, and the instrument panel has been refreshed. The 4 Series is a
new model for and is a new name for the old 3 Series coupes. Standard equipment on the i includes premium
vinyl upholstery, sunroof, inch wheels, foglights, xenon headlights, auto dimming mirrors, power adjustable
front seats, driver memory settings, tilt and telescoping steering wheel, dual zone automatic climate control,
folding rear seats, 6. Standard equipment on the i is almost exactly the same, but with the addition of inch
wheels. Three main options packages, called Luxury, Sport, and M Sport, each come with a unique wheel
design, interior trim materials, upholstery and colors. Both M Sport and Sport trims come with sport front
seats and summer tires. The M Sport package also adds a sport tuned suspension, a sport steering wheel, and
adaptive suspension dampers. The Premium package includes leather upholstery, keyless ignition and entry,
power adjustable lumbar support for the front seats, and satellite radio. The Technology package comes with
an iDrive controller, navigation system, an 8. A Lighting package adds automatic high beam control and LED
headlights. The Cold Weather package comes with heated front seats and a heated steering wheel. A Driver
Assistance package comes with front parking sensors and a rearview camera. The final package is called the
Dynamic Handling package, which adds adaptive suspension dampers and variable-ratio sport steering.
Stand-alone options include sport brakes, adaptive cruise control, power rear sunshade, automated parallel
parking assist, and a Harman Kardon sound system with sixteen speakers. Your Certified Dealer will provide
you with a hassle-free shopping experience, because you are a member, and a price offer that includes savings
in your pocket. Powertrain Both trim levels come with an eight-speed automatic transmission, but a six-speed
manual transmission is available at no extra cost, except for on the i xDrive. Rear-wheel drive is standard, but
all-wheel drive is available. The EPA estimates fuel mileage at 23 mpg city, 35 mpg highway, and 27 mpg
combined. The EPA fuel mileage estimates are 22 mpg city, 32 mpg highway and 25 mpg combined. This
means the interior comes with a classy look, functional controls and gauges, excellent materials that are soft to
the touch, and excellent build quality. The colors and trim materials for the interior vary wildly thanks to the
different options packages, allowing buyers to personalize the car to their tastes. The stock display is alright,
but upgrading to the larger screen provides a much more luxurious and functional experience. The new iDrive
controller has been outfitted with a small touchpad that allows drivers to write out inputs for ease of use. The
iDrive system itself is easy to navigate and master quickly, plus the system moves swiftly and features sharp
graphics. Still, there are a few competing systems that are even easier to use. While the interior looks a lot like
a 3 Series, BMW made some big changes. First off, the entire interior is larger than an old 3 Series coupe. The
front passengers are treated to plenty of room to accommodate adults well over average height, plus the front
seats feature enough padding and excellent support to make them comfortable to sit in for several hours at a
time. Where the extra interior space really shows up is in the backseat area. Average-sized adults can sit
comfortably in the rear for hours at a time, thanks to an increased amount of legroom and headroom. The big
drawback is that BMW did not include many cubbies, pockets or bins for stashing items. Overall Assessment
In true BMW fashion, the new 4 Series delivers strong acceleration, tight handling and an overall sporty feel
buyers have come to expect from the brand. Anyone looking for a luxury coupe should put the 4 Series on
their shortlist. TrueCar is an independent service provider that improves the car buying experience by
collecting, analyzing, and presenting vehicle data from multiple sources. Although TrueCar provides new car
pricing information and other data with respect to most vehicles on the market, TrueCar remains independent
and is not affiliated with, sponsored by, or endorsed by BMW. TrueCar makes no claim of ownership in such
marks, and no claim of affiliation with BMW. TrueCar provides information about BMW 4 Series prices and
related BMW pricing data, but does not sell cars, automobile parts, or automobile repair services.
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BMW 4 Series Gran Coupe is a 5 door version of the 2 door version of the 4 door saloon, Yes its something like this.
The all new Gran CoupÃ© can be defined as a perfect blend of dynamics, panache and serenity.

Chapter 4 : BMW 4-Series Coupe (13 on) new car prices | Parkers
"The BMW 4 Series should be near the top of your list if you're in the market for a luxury sport coupe or convertible.
Whether you're enjoying its blend of features and refinement or putting its smooth optional engine to the test, you'll
probably come away with a positive impression.

Chapter 5 : BMW 4-Series Review, Ratings, Specs, Prices, and Photos - The Car Connection
PRICE LIST. FROM JULY THE BMW 4 SERIES COUPÃ‰ AND CONVERTIBLE. rating for company car drivers. The
BMW 4 Series CoupÃ© and Convertible is available in a.

Chapter 6 : BMW Price List, New BMW prices, Cost of New BMW Models
BMW 4 Series has got a four cylindered liter engine i with other versions having liter i and liter i. Powers produced by
these engines are bhp, bhp and bhp respectively as the powers vary according to engine specification.

Chapter 7 : BMW Hong Kong : Price List
The BMW 4 Series is available as a two-door coupe and a retractable-hardtop convertible. There are two trim levels: i
and i. Despite the misleading name, the 4 Series Gran Coupe is.

Chapter 8 : BMW 4 Series for sale - Price list in the Philippines November | www.nxgvision.com
Whether cruising in the swanky convertible or raising hell in the racy coupe, the two-door 4-series exemplifies the luxury
sports car. Based on BMW's venerable 3-series sedan, both body styles.

Chapter 9 : BMW Malaysia: Price List
The 4 Series Convertible facelift will offer 10 standard colors and four colors from the BMW Individual catalog, priced at
$1, BMW will offer nine standard colors for the coupe version and.
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